
FTCI Supports Brooklyn Generation Schools Seniors’ College and Career Process  
 
On Tuesday, October 8th, thirteen Brooklyn Generation seniors piled into a conference room, 
trading oohs and ahhs after their walk through the exquisite corridors of Fiduciary Trust 
Company International. Slowly, their anxiety started to build; many were nervous about how 
they and their work would be received. Reflecting on her experience, Mariah acknowledged “I 
didn’t feel comfortable when we first got there. Everybody [who worked there] was dressed well 
and looked like they had nothing in common with me”. Another student, Ellegance, added "I 
didn’t know if I could trust them. How do I know if they care about my life? They didn’t know me". 
Once the dozen or so employees joined the students, their bright smiles and effusive energy 
transformed the atmosphere of the room, from anxiety to engagement.  
 
Jonathan Spear, Generation Schools Network's Co-Founder, reminded the students and 
professional volunteers about the task at hand: “The most important goal as you, students, get 
help with your personal statements and college essays, is to learn how to present yourselves in 
professional environments”.   
 
The large group broke up into pairs.  The volunteers and students reviewed, refined, and 
connected around the student’s personal statements – which will be the basis of the college 
essays students will submit in a few, short weeks. Each pair had 20 minutes to read, ask 
clarifying questions, and to gather specific feedback with which students could revise their 
statements. Then students returned to the conference room to be matched up with a different 
volunteer. 13 pairs. 4 cycles. 2 hours.  
 
Enraptured pairs were quickly deep in conversation, feverishly scribbling notes on recently 
reviewed essays. With the end of each cycle, students checked in with each other and debriefed 
their experiences. Sade gushed that her volunteer took a copy of her essay to share with his 
wife, because he enjoyed it so much. “It made me feel good”, she said thinking back on the 
event. “It was like I had something worth reading… I never really felt that way before”. Some 
conversations tapped students’ emotional nerves. Yuneika cried as she described her journey 
as a recent immigrant from the Caribbean. The professional she was working with, also an 
immigrant, helped validate that behind the tears is her story, and she should be able to tell her 
story. Yuneika went on to meet other volunteers who helped her strategize ways to become 
more comfortable in a new community, in a new culture, and plan for her future. 
 
The volunteers from FTCI gave so generously of their time and shared such encouragement. 
They helped transform the nervousness that had framed student faces into excitement. 
Students who otherwise might have been disengaged from the college process now completely 
bought in to the possibility of going to and thriving in college. Students left with renewed hope 
and energy. “Everyone I met was so encouraging”, Jessica beamed. “They made me feel like I 
could really succeed. I was hyped to go home to get started…I never wanted to rewrite an essay 
so badly before in my life”.  
 
Jessica’s comment is an indicator of the impact on the students who participated, and points 
clearly to why we must continue creating opportunities for students to meaningfully connect with 
professionals like those at FTCI.   
	  


